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Fifty stunning postcards from bestselling author Millie Marotta!These 50 enchanting postcards
to color from bestselling illustrator Millie Marotta come packaged in an attractive box. Each one
features a different image, and they’re so beautiful that you can send them as is—or bring them
to colorful life any way you want, inspired by the tropical theme. From lavish plants to compelling
animals, these designs are simply exquisite.

About the Author, a pop artist and RCA graduate, began self-publishing under the label I LOVE
MEL in 2009, and her Colour Me Good range of grown-up coloring books have received
international critical acclaim. Currently living on the South Coast (UK), Mel Elliott graduated from
the Royal College of Art in 2007, and began self-publishing grown-up 'fun books', after a short
stint in advertising. Combining her love of pop culture and illustrative talents, she produces
material that is close to her heart and produces the stuff that she wants to buy.
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iiiireader, “50 Beautiful Postcards in a Box set – Images from original Tropical World – printed on
one side of heavyweight postcard stock. The media could not be loaded.
                
            
                
            
            
        
    
    

  
  
This review is for the 50 design box set of postcards which you can color. I will address the
differences between this and the 30 design postcard glue-bound set towards the end up this
review. The silent video with this review will show what is included with this set.This set of 50
loose leaf postcards is based on Millie Marotta's “Tropical World” which is her beautiful and
successful second coloring book adventure. The subject of the postcards are tropical flora and
fauna. The cards are all from the book and vary from full designs which have been “shrunk” to fit
the new size or which are a subset of the original design (and possibly smaller, too, but not to the
same degree as the full designs.) Some of the designs are so small, I must warn that they
contain many extremely small and intricate details. So much so, I believe that I will only be able
to use a hard lead colored pencil (like Prismacolor Verithins) to get the point I will need to color
them. I will attempt to upload two images that demonstrate the “shrunken” design and the
subset design.Unlike the book, the postcards are definitely printed on only one side. The size is
perfect for use as a postcard or to color and frame to make small gifts or a collage of prints on a
wall. The back of the design is pre-set for postcard information.This set comes in a lovely box
which is very nicely made as well. It is a smaller and subset version of the cover of the book – it
is beautifully drawn and has touches of color and metallic gold. I will certainly find a use for it
once I have finished my cards.My water-based markers did not bleed through this paper.



However, my Sharpies (both fine and ultra-fine), Copics, and all other alcohol-based markers did
bleed through easily. Gel pens did not leak through but did need extra drying time. Coloring
pencils worked great. If I want to use alcohol-based markers, I will cut a piece of chipboard to fit
the book and carry it with me to keep ink from leaking through to the next page.Interestingly,
there are two sets of postcards based on “Tropical World”: this one which is a 50 design loose-
leaf box set and a slightly less expensive set of 30 designs which is glue bound with a heavy
cardboard cover.There are really only two main differences between the two sets: 1) the bigger
set has 20 designs which are not included in this set, and 2) the bigger set is also just slightly
larger so a tiny bit more of images are printed. They are not printed in a larger size, just less of
the design is cropped. The cards in 30 design set are approximately 6.25 x 4.25 inches. The
cards in the 50 design set are approximately 6.375 x 4.375 inches. The differences each
direction is approximately 1/8th of an inch. The real difference is the number of cards and the
carrying box.As to which is better – it depends on your budget, how many designs you want, and
how you want to use them. I find that the glue-bound is great for carrying in my purse where the
box set is better for coloring at home. Provided I can get my photos to post (glitchy review
system!) I will include two photos on this review which show the 20 designs that come with this
set that do not come with the smaller set.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Lovely compact adult coloring!. These postcards are beautiful, good
quality and lots of fun! The designs are intricate and beautiful before and after coloring. Some
people may not like how fine some of the details are, but I prefer using fine tipped pens and do
not have any trouble with the small spaces. The paper quality is top notch; the designs are
printed on thick sturdy paper (almost like card stock) and ink does not bleed through. I love the
convenient size of theme which makes these postcards ideal for grab and go entertainment
while traveling or out and about. I especially recommend these to anyone who enjoys adult
coloring, but has trouble finishing a full sized picture, as these post cards do not take too long to
color in!”

Steven, “Overall a good product. Some of the pictures and Liz said are really good and easy to
work on because they been modified or cropped from the original coloring book. There are
however some that have been shrunk down to fit on the postcard size paper making it very
difficult to color since the spaces are very tiny. The texture of the paper also is a little difficult and
doesn't take colored pencil as well as I would like it too. Overall though I would say it is a very
good deal and a good price for so many pictures to color.”

SKlein711, “LOVE these. I only color postcard sizes (send them .... LOVE these. I only color
postcard sizes (send them to friends and clients). I have the Millie Marotta Animal Kingdom set
and purchased the Tropical World based on positive impression of first set. Nice, high quality
cards and intricate designs. I have other sets that are less detailed, so if I feel my eyes starting to



cross on the M.Marotta sets I can switch gears a bit. Overall, a beautiful and high quality set of
postcards. Highly recommend.”

jjjmac, “Similar to previous postcard sets - nice quality. These are nice quality cards, thick sturdy
paper, with a good variety of difficulty. Unfortunately, with the cards that have the finest level of
detail, I'll never complete because they're pretty much impossible. As in her other sets, there are
an inordinate amount of bird and bug pictures/drawings, when it would be nice to have more
variety.”

Katcon, “Some are very hard to color. Pictures you can share with friends. The only thing I don't
like is that the designs appear to be shrunk from larger ones and in some cases are very difficult
to color. I really like the ones that don't have those tiny spaces that are too small for even a gel
pen.”

stephanie, “LOVE LOVE LOVE THESE. I enjoy her books. When I saw she also had postcards I
decided to start getting them as well. With these I have started a scrap book and once i finish
one i will laminate it so that i do not ruin it down the line. I highly recommend her books and
postcards if you enjoying coloring. Some of the details are small but they are very peaceful
coloring them.”

AMHRuns5, “Beautiful Cards-great size!. Cute cards and great designs. I love that I can finish
these in one sitting. My only complaint is that some of the blue packaging had rubbed onto the
edge of the cards. Not a deal breaker, but might bother you if you a perfectionist.”

Emma Webb, “Five Stars. great for colouring with pens or markers”

Nicola Shaw, “Nice variety of animals and birds. Nice - good mix of different animals and birds.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Five Stars. Excellent”

The book by Millie Marotta has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 35 people have provided feedback.
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